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TECHNICAL SPECIFICATION 

 

RENOVIVE 
GLASSWASH DETERGENT SANITISER 

 
A non-caustic, alkaline detergent sanitizer, which has been formulated to remove films and deposits 
from drinking glasses. The removal of residue chemicals improves the beer head retention and lacing 
of beers. It is also suitable for use in cabinet and rotary brush machines as a general maintenance 
product. 
 
Features include: 

 Economical in use. 
 Sanitizes glasses and benefits machine interior. 
 Suitable for use on aluminium. 
 Does not cause clouding or staining of glasses. 
 Improves beer head retention and lacing of beers. 
 Excellent at removing soils and lipstick from glasses. 
 Surfactants used are biodegradable and phosphate free. 
 

PROPERTIES:      SPECIFICATION: 
Appearance @ 20oC     White powder 
pH (1% solution)      11.50 
Odour       Slightly chlorinated 
 
DIRECTIONS FOR USE: 
Through Cabinet Machine: 
Add 5 scoops (1 scoop enclosed in each bucket) to the wash water. Put glasses through wash cycle.  
Add 1 scoop to the wash water after every other wash. Rinse glasses thoroughly with water before 
use.    
Soaking: 
Make up a solution of Renovive with hot water in the sink by using 2 scoops of product.  Immerse 
glasses totally and allow to soak for 10 minutes.  Rinse thoroughly before use. 
General machine washing: 
Use Renovive as a concentration of 1:40 for general maintenance cleaning of glassware through a 
Cabinet Machine or Rotary Brush Type machine. 
 
STORAGE: 
Store in original container and protect from extremes of temperature. Do not store in direct sunlight 
nor allow the product to freeze. Shelf life (in unopened original container) is a minimum of 18 
months. Do not store near acidic based products. Replace lid after use. 
 
SAFETY ADVICE: 
Under the new GHS Standard this product is classified as Irritant. Please refer to section 2.2 of the 
Safety Data Sheet for more information. 

 
PACK SIZES: 

 5Kg bucket (100 per pallet)     Order Code: GRARENO-5KG 
 10Kg bucket (64 per pallet)     Order Code: GRARENO-10KG 
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